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Understanding the Rise of Trump. Tim Alberta provides an insider’s account, based on his hundreds of
interviews with the most powerful figures of the 21st-century Republican Party – including Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell, former US House Speaker Paul Ryan, and President Trump himself – of how a reality television star
and political novice was able to win over the GOP and transform the presidency forever. Regardless of your
audience’s party allegiance, Alberta inspires thoughtful discussion about the recent political climate.
Why Washington Doesn’t Work. After a decade spent covering Congress, political campaigns, and the
ideological brinkmanship between and within the two parties, POLITICO Magazine’s chief political correspondent,
Tim Alberta, explains the collapse of our governing institutions. Named one of the most-respected young political
reporters in Washington, DC, he tackles the inner workings of Washington with his witty, fresh delivery.
Things Will Never Be the Same. Explaining a host of interconnected trends—the explosion of money in politics,
the demographic makeover of the electorate, the systematic weakening of the political establishment, the
socioeconomic disruption wrought by outsourcing and automation, the all-consuming culture war, and the
geographic clustering of voters—one of Washington’s most respected reporters, Tim Alberta, explains that Donald
Trump and AOC are not anomalies, but rather harbingers of America's new normal.
Politics Today. As the chief political correspondent for POLITICO magazine and former reporter for National
Review, National Journal, The Hotline, and The Wall Street Journal, Tim Alberta has no shortage of experience
covering Capitol Hill and the whirlwind of politics. His behind-the-scenes vantage grants listeners insight into the
actions and motivations of Washington, DC’s key players. With a fresh and balanced delivery, he walks audiences
through the happenings of Capitol Hill and reveals captivating details from high-profile interviewees.
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